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7 Home Repairs or Improvements Financed by the FHA 203k 
 

You can finance home improvement projects, repairs, renovations and rehabilitation into the FHA 203k 

mortgage. This product from AmeriFirst Home Mortgage and backed by FHA will only add a small 

amount of cost to your monthly mortgage payment; and it covers a long list of projects. The 203k 

covers almost all projects from desired improvements to required repairs, and from structural to energy 

efficiency work. Let’s take a look at 7 home repairs or improvements financed by the FHA 203k. 
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1. New Roof. Whether it’s just shingles or the wood underneath, you can cover roof work costs 

with a 203k mortgage loan. 

2. Gutters. Gutters keep water out of your roof, walls and basement. Yes, gutters fall under the 

203k umbrella. 

3. New Windows. Whether it’s the style or a concern for energy efficiency, it’s easy to see the 

benefits of rolling the costs into an FHA 203k. 

4. New Door. That front door looks old and in bad shape. You could replace it with a more solid 

door, or a decorative one. 

5. Paint. This paint is peeling and chipping, and could be old enough to have lead in it. Inside and 

outside painting can be rolled in to the FHA 203k mortgage. 

6. New Siding. Maybe you’d prefer aluminum or vinyl instead of this wood siding. Maybe there are 

holes in it. Whatever the reason, paying a contractor to replace the siding is another option. 

7. Handrail or Deck. A simple handrail would help for the required work when it comes to an FHA 

mortgage, but wouldn’t a nice deck make the front of the house look great and add value? The 

203k covers decks and patios. 

If you’d like to learn more about the FHA 203k, you can download a free eBook to help, the FHA 203k 

Survival Guide. It’s free because we want home buyers and home owners to know about this great 

option. The 203k covers purchases and refinances, so if you’re in a house now that needs work, you can 

refinance the mortgage and add to the value of the house, creating instant equity. Download the eBook 

at the button below. 
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